
             My Halloween story🎃
 
We all had come back after a night of trick or treating,all 
ready to watch horror movies at my cousins house. We were going to have a 
sleepover and it was going to be awesome! It was just myself,Ciara,Eimear 
and Aisling -with no parents-Awesome!!!. We all grabbed our bags of 
sweets and got comfortable before picking which movie to watch-sinister or 
Crimson peak- we finally decided to watch the movie Crimson peak. I grabbed 
a pillow and pressed "play" on the tv. It was afully scary and terrifying but to 
my relief the movie ended with me shivering like crazy. I shook it off (as Ciara 
was looking at me with a worried expression) and told myself it wasn't real.   

It was half twelve when the movie ended so we decided to go up to the attic



and have our after midnight feast. Then we played some traditional Halloween 
games like apple bobbing I am very good at it so I had this one in the bag. I 
won five euro and an apple. Then finally we all fell asleep. A while later I 
woke up,I looked over at the clock it was 3.40 the same time Angela (the girl 
in the movie) was took by the banshee. I tried hard to get back to sleep but I 
couldn't.

Then all of a sudden I heard a really loud noise it was like footsteps 



I was relived I thought it was Eimears mom but then I renembered that 
Aisling said that her  parents weren't going to come home until the next day.
I started to shiver with fear and I dug under the bed covers and listened... 
👀 #
then the noise stopped. I stretched my arm out of the covers to wake Ciara but 
I felt nothing I looked out of the covers to see that Ciara wasn't in her bed.
Then I looked over at Aisling's bed but she wasn't there either and finally I 
looked over at Eimear's bed and she wasn't there I was on my own...then all of a 

sudden I heard the loud noise again it got louder and louder and 
louder then I saw a strange figure lurking in the corner it was very 

ghost-like I went under the covers again getting more and more scared....
buzz buzz buzz buzz the sound of the alarm clock went I sat up and saw every

body in there beds I was relived...it was just a 
dream!!😴

By Sarah O'Neill😀


